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Introduction
This project proposal plan meets the requirement of a Master Thesis project in Computer Sciences at Graz University of 

Technology (TUGraz) and the Katholieke Universiteit Leuven (KULeuven). It gives an overview on the research project and 

discusses the initial problem statement as well as possible solutions. Finally the project plan is carried out.

Project overview
In this thesis it is aimed to develop an application based on on existing developments, standards, libraries and community 

approved ontologies. The application should help to connect people that share similar interests based on some form of 

information collection. At a later date other linked resources (Linked open data) could also be added. In this specific case 

Twitter feeds will be used as primary information source. First possibilities to structure and analyze unstructured data 

someone produces in a social network context will be investigated. Afterwards the data must be summarized and linked to 

verifiable entities. The result will be a kind of extended, verified and linked user-profile. For the semantic analysis we are not 

going to construct a new or customized ontology, but we will test several existing ontologies. Finally an interface will be 

developed an designed that maximizes the usability of the system and makes it fit in the user workflow.

The implemented use case to test this application will be a contribution to the research field “Research 2.0”. So the web 

based app should display an enhanced Twitter profile of a researcher. According to semantic analysis of user’s tweets 

research fields are carried out connected with his working place (university) as well as participated conferences.

Most importantly the tool has to serve a real user research needs, so the actual relevance of found resources needs to be 

evaluated and observed. The usability and relevance of produced results is much more important than the speed 

performance of the tool, although it should not prevent the user from browsing or contributing to the web.  The application 

should be considered as a tool to do concept proofs and to point out current research issues or limitations.
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Initial problem statement
In the modern context of “Research 2.0” a major issue is the discovery and verification of other scientists (as twitter users 

and  their tweets). In this project we try to optimize the semantic analysis and user interface for scientists. For example when 

attending a conference, many attendees tweet about what’s happening.  For example they could discover other people 

attending the same seminar just by tweeting about it. For every tweet and user there should be some kind of identification or 

traceability if and in which ways it serves a certain research question, case, event or interest. Our application should advice a 

scientist or researcher and do some suggestions, in no way it shall narrow down the search results, or availability of users 

and their tweets. All legal aspects of the content analyzing and generating profiles of a user will not be considered in this 

project.

Main question
In which ways can the construction of an extended twitter profile, based on semantic analysis of tweets, assist researchers 

in the discovery and verification of other scientists that are  of interest to them?

Some sub-questions
1. Which current ontologies and entity-recognizers are currently available that could help in the construction of such an 

extended profile? What are the requirements, observed limitations and challenges in general and to this specific case?

2. How does a certain system respond to different collections of tweets about specific topics?

3. What is required to design, develop and implement a good user interface that allows the system to be integrated 

maximally in a scientist’s workflow?

4. Is it possible to develop an interface that assists in the discovery of interesting people that are attending or have 

attended the same conference or event, just by tweeting about things that are happening during such an event. Why? 

What issues does this bring along?

5. How can the system be extended to other target groups or social networks?

6. Is it possible to include also other resources such as webpages, videos, digital libraries, other open database resources. 

How can it fit in the workflow? Are many serious changes to the user interface required? Evaluate the effects on the 

usability after all changes.
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Solutions
The following solutions are a starting point and are subject to change as the thesis will be work in progress.

Entity recognition
Structure the tweet messages of a person. Thereby trying to identify persons, locations, events, organizations and topics.

Semantic analysis
Analyze the structured tweet library of a person. Test if the tool performs better in an (artificial) environment in which all 

entities have a meaning that certainly matches existing ontologies. Use of several topic specific sources and try different 

ontologies. This ontology is to be used such that the tool can better match relevant entities. The tool can thus extract better 

from a search query or a twitter message where it’s related to.

Like a search engine
A web application that appears to the user as a search engine. The user can search through twitter users and if possible 

other linked resources as he would “Google”. Find a sensible information architecture that can really support the querying 

and representation of results.

User interface possibilities
During the browsing of the web the tool keeps track of the input that the user brings during surfing such as tweets. But also 

Facebook status updates, bookmarks, search queries, click behavior can be included. Thus building a profile or archive of 

the websurfer. The user can also edit his profile this either by manual input or training (disapprove or approve suggestions 

made by the tool). The application will then display for every resource the relevance for the user and the user can also 

discover why (some metrics will be displayed in what ways the current resource relates to the user profile). The tool will also 

notify the user of new interesting resources if they are a very good match. For example as an automatic generated tweet. 

Additional sensitivity could be built-in if the user is interested in a new topic that doesn’t match his ‘profile’ at all. Add mood 

sensitivity: "today, I don't want to hear about computers..." for example.
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Research schedule
Finally the project plan is scheduled. Please note that this plan is not rigid, it may be adjusted as the research progresses. 

However the milestones are fixed and have to be met by their due dates.

From To Weeks (#) Work Load 
(est. hours)

Target/Task

PART 1 
TUGraz

4-Oct-10 24-Jan-11 Main objective System development for Semantic analysis of 
twitter feeds and extended user profile synthesis

Iteration 1 4-Oct-10 17-Oct-10 2 40 Get familiar with current research (papers)

Iteration 2 18-Oct-10 2-Nov-10 2 40 Tryout, experiment and evaluate interesting ontolo-
gies, libraries, recognizers, analysis tools

Milestone 1 3-Nov-10 1st written report 8 Write report

Iteration 3 4-Nov-10 21-Nov-10 2 40 Structure user twitter feeds & Semantic analysis

Iteration 4 22-Nov-10 5-Dec-10 2 40 Semantic analysis & Synthesis twitter user profile

Iteration 5 6-Dec-10 13-Dec-10 1 20 Synthesis twitter user profile

Milestone 2 14-Dec-10 2nd written report & 
1st presentation

8 Write report, prepare presentation

Iteration 6 
(Christmas)

15-Dec-10 9-Jan-11 2,5 (+ 1 Holidays) 50 Margin

Iteration 7 10-Jan-11 23-Jan-11 2 40 Optimize analysis & synthesis

Milestone 3 24-Jan-11 End of work at TU-
Graz report 

16 Write & correct report

TOTAL 
PART 1

13,5 302

PART 2 
KULeuven

31-Jan-11 30-Jun-11 Main objective Develop a user interface that fits in a scientist’s 
‘Research 2.0’ workflow

Iteration 8 31-Jan-11 14-Feb-11 2 40 Get familiar with current research (papers)

Iteration 7 15-Feb-11 27-Feb-11 2 40 Investigate more deeply the new developments in 
Research 2.0

Iteration 8 28-Feb-11 13-Mar-11 2 40
In several iterations try to develop a solid user inter-
face and implement it in an appropriate technology. 
Gather real user feedback! Evaluate the usability of 
semantic analysis with this interface.

Iteration 9 14-Mar-11 27-Mar-11 2 40 In several iterations try to develop a solid user inter-
face and implement it in an appropriate technology. 
Gather real user feedback! Evaluate the usability of 
semantic analysis with this interface.

MIlestone 4 28-Mar-11 Third written report 8

In several iterations try to develop a solid user inter-
face and implement it in an appropriate technology. 
Gather real user feedback! Evaluate the usability of 
semantic analysis with this interface.Iteration 10 29-Mar-11 11-Apr-11 2 40

In several iterations try to develop a solid user inter-
face and implement it in an appropriate technology. 
Gather real user feedback! Evaluate the usability of 
semantic analysis with this interface.

MIlestone 5 12-Apr-11 Second presentation 8

In several iterations try to develop a solid user inter-
face and implement it in an appropriate technology. 
Gather real user feedback! Evaluate the usability of 
semantic analysis with this interface.

Iteration 11 
(Easter)

13-Apr-11 1-May-11 2 (+ 1 Holidays) 40 Margin

Iteration 12 2-May-11 15-May-11 2 40 Optimize implementation of the system.

Iteration 13 16-May-11 29-May-11 2 40 Write final report

Milestone 6 30-May-11 Final written report 8 Review final report

Iteration 14 30-May-11 12-Jun-11 2 20 Preparation for final presentation

MIlestone 7 End of june Final presentation 8 Review final presentation

TOTAL 
PART 2

14 372
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